1993

HONOR COUPLE NOMINATION

NOMINATING CLUB

Miami Valley Folk Dancers

NAME OF DANCER(S)

Jewel and the late Kenneth Steed ‘88

NUMBER OF YEARS DANCING

Since 1950 until physically unable (about
1985)

CLUB POSITIONS HELD

Club does not have Officers. It has a five
member Council. They served numerous
times including Chair.

COUNCIL POSITIONS HELD--ELECTED AND
APPOINTED
STATE CORP. POSITIONS HELD
STATE CONVENTIONS ATTENDED
NATIONAL CONVENTIONS ATTENDED
NUMBER OF CLUBS (MEMBER)
BACKGROUND

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This and following not applicable

THE MIAMI VALLEY FOLK DANCERS’ HONOR COUPLE FOR 1993
In this, our 40th year, we honor two of our charter members, Jewel Steed and her late
husband, Kenneth, for their loyalty and devotion and especially for their helpfulness with new
dancers, forgetting their own dancing pleasure in order to help others to learn.
They began City of Dayton sponsored dancing with Michael Solomon in 1950 and
became charter members of the Dayton Square Dance Club and the Dayton Round Dance Club
but after a few years the MVFD became their chosen group and we became the recipients of all
their mental and physical dance energies. Here was a couple we could always trust and depend
on.
We were a small group of 30-40 in the early days but Kenneth and Jewel "rolled up their
sleeves and pitched in"! Their greatest contribution was their one-to-one help with beginning
dancers. Accomplished and knowledgeable dancers themselves, their help and encouragement,
their persistent kindness were invaluable. The growth and quality of our group was always
paramount to Kenneth and Jewel and they used their personal funds to create a brochure which
was distributed widely in the early 60's to explain and spread the word about folk dancing.
Their good dancing was conspicuous in our annual winter Sunday afternoon concerts at
the Dayton Art Institute and in many, many other community demonstrations of folk dancing. In
1966 and '67, when the MVFD brought a first to the Dayton area by presenting the folk music
and dance of the southern Slavic countries via the Duquesne University Tamburitzans at
Memorial Hall with a full house each time, Jewel was our champion ticket seller!
Jewel and Kenneth were an honor couple in our group long before the MVDC "honor
couple" tradition was begun, and we believe that our greatest tribute to them is our active, funloving membership of almost 100. We believe they are worthy contestants, in this our 40th year,
to become the MVDC's honor couple.

